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Abuhail Technical & Cleaning Services distinguishes itself in the industry
by adopting a state-of-the-art water-fed pole cleaning method for solar
panels. 

This innovative technique offers several advantages over traditional
cleaning methods, making it a preferred choice for maintaining solar
installations.
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VISION 

MISSION
Our promise to all our valued customers is that every customer will
get the best. From the quality of work to customer care, every job will
be treated personally and professionally. 

From 24 hours customer service to staff that works from the heart.
Follow our footsteps and let us be your trusted work partner

To lead the market in the safe,efficient and professional provision of
solar panel cleaning services by Water fed pole.

To successfully provide safe, time and cost effective solutions to solar
panel cleaning related problems for industrial and non-industrial
clients need while ensuring the highest standards in all our endeavors



The Importance of 
SOLAR PANEL 
MAINTENANCE

ENHANCING SOLAR EFFICIENCY WITH
WATER-FED POLE CLEANING SERVICES

BY ABU HAIL TECHNICAL & 
CLEANING SERVICES

Solar panels are exposed to various environmental elements such as
dust, dirt, bird droppings, and pollution, which can accumulate over
time and compromise their performance. 

Dirty solar panels can reduce energy production by up to 25%,
making regular cleaning a vital aspect of solar panel maintenance.
Neglecting this crucial task not only hampers energy generation but
can also lead to long-term damage to the panels.

In the quest for sustainable energy sources, solar panels have
emerged as a promising solution to meet the world's growing energy
demands. However, to harness the maximum potential of solar
energy, it is essential to ensure that solar panels are operating at
their peak efficiency. Regular maintenance and cleaning play a crucial
role in achieving this goal. 

Abuhail Technical & Cleaning Services offers a cutting-edge solution
to solar panel cleaning through their innovative water-fed pole
cleaning services.
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Contact Us

Office#105, Oberoi Building,
Al Quoz 4 Dubai

www.abuhail.ae

+971 52 733 3122

info@abuhail.ae


